Hybrid Cloud - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2015 through 2022. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Hybrid Cloud in US$ Million.

The report profiles 60 companies including many key and niche players such as -

Abiquo Europe Ltd.
Amazon Web Services
Atlantic.Net
Cisco Systems Inc.
Dell Inc.
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2. MARKET TRENDS & GROWTH DRIVERS
Progressive Maturity of the Cloud Business Model Drives Focus on Hybrid Cloud
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Table 6: Ballooning BYOD Trend Throws Focus on Empowering BYOD with Hybrid Cloud to Eliminate Shadow IT: Robust Penetration of BYOD Devices as Measured by the Per Capita Distribution of Connected Devices Per Knowledge Worker in Select Countries for the Year 2012 & 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
The Growing Murkiness of Cloud Politics Spurs Adoption of Hybrid Cloud
Strong Adoption of Big Data Strengthens the Business Case for Hybrid Cloud Migration
Big Data Wheels Begin to Roll.

Hybrid Cloud to Drive the Success of Big Data Projects

Table 7: Mind Bending Spurt in Big Data Creation Amplifies the Need for Hybrid Cloud for Managing Big Data Technologies: Global Big Data Generation (In Zettabytes) for the Years 2010, 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Hybrid Cloud Aply Suited to Power Internet of Things

Table 8: The Ballooning IoT Ecosystem Fuels Interest in Hybrid Cloud as a Linchpin for IoT Project Success: World Market for IoT Analyzed with Number of IoT Connected Devices and Market Value for Years 2013 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Large-Scale Enterprises With Private Cloud Migrate to Hybrid Cloud

Table 9: Preferred Choice of Multi-Cloud Deployments Among Large Enterprises
Percentage Share Breakdown of Number of Enterprise Representatives Surveyed Against their Preferred Choice of Multi-Cloud Strategy as of 2013 & 2016 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Cloud Computing: A Definition
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A Review
Advantages of Hybrid Cloud
Unlocks Multiple Options
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Lower Time to Production
Leveraging from Existing Resources & Infrastructure
Low-Latency Application Requirements
Enhanced Resource Allocation
Optimization of Infrastructure Spending
Scalability
Enables Cloudbursting
Enhances Organizational Agility

4. SERVICE LAUNCHES
CloudMunch Introduces Cloud Based CloudOps Service for Hybrid Cloud Environment
Unified Office Introduces Visual Performance Suite for Nowsm Hybrid Cloud Communication Platform
Concerto Launches Cisco Cloud Powered Hybrid Cloud Solution
Radware Launches Hybrid Cloud Based Web Application Firewall (WAF) Service
Bell Techlogix Introduces BEAM Cloud Manager
Hybrid Cloud Service
Ikoula Introduces HybridCloud Toolbox Solution
Ormuco Rolls Out Connected Cloud
Hybrid Cloud Solution
Fujitsu Launches VELCOUN-X Software SDN Controller for Creating Optimized Hybrid Cloud Networks
Cisco Upgrades Cisco Intercloud Fabric
Hybrid Cloud Software and Expands Application Partner Ecosystem
SevOne Introduces Four New SevOne xStats Adapters for Monitoring Data and Application Performance on Hybrid Cloud Environments
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Kovarus Introduces Enterprise Cloud Enablement Platform
Seagate Introduces NEW & Upgraded HybridCloud Data Protection Solutions
Cloud Cruiser Rolls Out CloudSmart-Now Hybrid Cloud Consumption Monitoring Solution
VMware Rolls Out New Capabilities on its Unified Hybrid Cloud Platform
Datalink Expands Cloud Complete Solution with Hybrid Cloud Services
Rubrik Launches r348 Hybrid Cloud Appliance and V2.0 of Rubrik Converged Data Management
MTN Business Rolls Out Hybrid Cloud Solution for African Market
NNIT Introduces Enterprise Class Hybrid Cloud Solution for Delivering Controlled IaaS Services
Veeam to Introduce Veeam Management Pack v8 and Veeam FastSCP For Enabling Integration of Hybrid Cloud Strategies in Business Process Environment
Red Hat Unveils Updated Red Hat CloudForms 3.1 Hybrid Cloud Management Platform
Mellanox Launches CloudX Reference Architecture for Designing Efficient Hybrid- Public or Private Cloud Environments
GreenQuloud Launches QStack -Software Stack for Hybrid Cloud Environment
Tadiran Telecom Launches Aeonix HybridCloud Solution on AWS Platform
Griffin Rolls Out Hybrid Cloud Services for Enterprise Applications
Apprenda Unveils Comprehensive Hybrid Cloud Solution for Java and .Net Applications
CSC Unveils Agility Platform 9.2 For Enabling Customers to Accrue Benefits of Hybrid Cloud Environment
Kinvey Introduces Based Enterprise Grade MbaaS Hybrid Cloud Solution on VMware vCloud® Air Platform
Real Status Introduces Hyperglance version 3.3 Integrated Hybrid Cloud and SDN Monitoring, Control and Visualization Software Solution
IDrive Rolls Out Hybrid Cloud Back-Up Functionality
NetApp Unveils NetApp® StorageGRID® Object- Storage Solution for Hybrid Cloud Environments
LeoNovus Launches Hybrid Cloud Solution
Gentec Launches Hybrid Cloud Based Cloud Archiving Service
Telx Adds New Hybrid Cloud Solutions to Telx Cloud Xchange Platform
Canto Launches Cumulus 9.2 with Hybrid Cloud Option
EMC Launches EMC® Enterprise Hybrid Cloud Software Solution
F5 Networks Introduces Silverline Hybrid Cloud Service Platform
Microsoft to Upgrade Dynamics AX ERP with Hybrid Cloud Support
Equinix and Carpathia Introduce Hybrid Cloud Based Starter Kit for Microsoft Azure Platform
UShareSoft and SUSE Launch UForge Turn-Key Hybrid Cloud Solution For SUSE Cloud Environment
VMware and Pivotel Launch Enterprise Grade Hybrid PaaS on VMware vCloud® Hybrid Service™

5. RECENT INDUSTRY ACTIVITY
Microsoft Selects CloudLink’s SecureVM Solution Fort Securing Data on Azure Key Valut Hybrid Cloud Platform
Avaya Partners with VMware to Launch Enterprise Grade Hybrid Cloud Services for Team and Customer Engagement
HDS Partners with CGI to Deliver Suite of Hybrid Cloud Services
Equinix Teamsup with ScienceLogic to offer Integrated Software Solution for Facilitating Security, Choice and Control in Cloud Deployments
IBM Partners with Tech Mahindra for Development of Dedicated Platform for Creating Cloud Apps
HyTrust Inks Agreement with VMware for offering HyTrust DataControl Encryption Solution on VMware's vCloud Air Hybrid Cloud Platform
Talligent and Siaras Ink Partnership Pact for Delivering Cutting-Edge Billing and Cloud Federation to Carrier Grade Hybrid Cloud Environments
Apcera Expands HybridCloud Operating System (HCOS) Functionality to Include Mirantis OpenStack Users
Peer 1 Hosting and Cogeco Data Services Partner to launch Fully Native HybridCloud™ Solution
CenturyLink Expands Cloud Services to Provide Hybrid IT & Cloud Services to HP Clientele
Windstream Partners with HP to Deliver HP Infrastructure Platforms and HP Helion Based Hosted Solutions
Velostrata Secures $14M Series A Funding from Greylock IL Partners and Norwest Venture Partners
CSC and AT&T Partner to Introduce AT&T NetBond® Bundled with CSC Agility Platform™ for Hybrid Cloud Workload Management
EMC to Acquire Virtustream to Further Strengthen Hybrid Cloud Offerings
EMC Federation Expands Ecosystem with Addition of New Partner Programs
Client Solutions and Innovations across Hybrid Cloud Service Portfolio
IBM Closes Acquisition of BlueBox to Further Speedup Adoption of Open Hybrid Cloud Environments
Microsoft and HPE Expand Partnership with Hyper- Converged Platform for Securing a Greater Share of Hybrid Cloud Computing Market
IBM to Buy Out Cleversafe to Further Strengthen its Hybrid Cloud Storage Offering
Red Hat to Take Over Ansible to Further Strengthen its IT Automation Offerings for Hybrid, Private and
Public Cloud Environments
IBM Successfully Closes Acquisition of Gravitant to Further Enhance its Hybrid Cloud Management Capabilities
HP Set to Buyout ActiveState's Stackato Business
Dell Updates Cloud Management Software with Support for Microsoft's Azure Platform
IBM Secures Deal to Develop Anthem's Hybrid Cloud Environment
HDS Set to Acquire oXya
Accenture Takes Full Control of Solium
Equinix Closes Acquisition of Nimbo to Further Strengthen its Hybrid Cloud Solution Portfolio
Apigee® Extends Hybrid Cloud Support to its Apigee Edge Through Addition of Apigee Edge Microgateway Functionality
ProKarma Teams up with Scalr to Deliver Hybrid Cloud and Private Cloud Management Capabilities
IBM and Pitney Bowes Team up for Development of Hybrid Cloud Location services on IBM BlueMix Platform -As-A-Service
Red Hat Partners with NetApp to Delivering Open Source Reference Architecture for Hybrid Cloud Environment
Cloudian Teams up with AWS to Deliver Data Tiering Functionality on Amazon Glacier and S3
Triple C Cloud Computing Teams up with Parallels and Microsoft to Provide Cost-Effective Hybrid Cloud Services
Abiquo Teams up with Cloud Sigma to Add Cloud Sigma Services to Abiquo anyCloud Multi-Cloud Management Platform
VMware and HP Deepen Cooperation to Streamline Adoption of Hybrid Cloud and Software-Defined Data Center Environments
NetApp Expands Association with VMware to Advance Delivery of Software Defined Services in Hybrid Cloud Environment
VMware and VCE Extend their Strategic Relationship to Team up on Offering Unified Hybrid Cloud Management Solutions
Wipro & Red Hat Expand Relationship to Further Speed Up Implementation of Open Source Hybrid Cloud Solutions
Accenture Expands Strategic Relation with Microsoft with Launch of Accenture Hybrid Cloud Solution Designed Specifically for Microsoft Azure Platform
InterCloud Set to Buyout VaultLogix
Microsoft Concludes Acquisition of InMage to Further Fine Tune its Hybrid Cloud Computing Strategy
HP Set to Acquire Eucalyptus for Further Speeding Up Enterprise Adoption of Hybrid Cloud
EMC Buys Strategic Stake in VCE
EMC Takes Control of Spanning, Maginatics, and Cloudscaling to Expand its Vision of Hybrid Cloud
IBM Focuses on Hybrid Cloud and Acquires Database Company Cloudant
Microsoft Concludes Acquisition of Security Solutions Company: Aorato
VMware Buys Out Continuent to Further Enhance its vCloud Air Platform
Cisco Buys Out Metacloud to Advance its Intercloud Service
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Abiquo Europe Ltd (UK)
Amazon Web Services (US)
Atlantic.Net (US)
Cisco Systems Inc. (US)
Dell Inc. (US)
EMC Corporation (US)
Expeditent (US)
Equinix, Inc. (US)
Fujitsu Limited (Japan)
Hewlett-Packard Development Company L.P (US)
IBM Corporation (US)
Microsoft Corporation (US)
Oracle Corporation (US)
Panzura (US)
Rackspace Hosting Inc. (US)
RightScale, Inc (US)
VMware, Inc. (US)
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IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Total Companies Profiled: 60 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 61)
The United States (45)
Canada (5)
Japan (1)
Europe (6)
- France (1)
- Germany (1)
- The United Kingdom (3)
- Rest of Europe (1)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (3)
Middle-East (1)
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